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ASAP: A Transistor Sizing Tool for Speed, Area, and Power 
Optimization of Static CMOS Circuits 
Abstract 
This paper introduces an automated transistor sizing tool (ASAP) that incorporates accurate gate- 
level functio~nal models and can be used for delay, area, and power optimization of CMOS combina- 
tional logic circuits in a VLSI design environment. ASAP considers the performailce improvement 
of VLSI CMOS circuits by optimally sizing the transistors on the first N critical paths. The global 
picture of the circuit is considered by taking into account the effects that the transi.stor size changes 
of one path have on the others. The optimization technique in our sizing tool is based on simulated 
annealing and couples accurate delay modeling with power and area optimization. The combinato- 
rial minimization of the objective function relies on analytical models that can accurately evaluate 
the delay, the power and the area of a gate. ASAP has been implemented in C on an Apollo 400 
workstation with encouraging results. 
1 Introduction 
The synthesis of large-scale VLSI systems calls for high-performance design techniques. The merits 
of a high-qu,aJity design are fast switching speeds, small silicon area, and low power dissipation. I t  
is a non-trivial task t o  synthesize large logic circuits that  are well-optimized and meet the delay 
requirements. Hence, designers resort t o  timing verifiers[:1.1[2][3] and timing optimizers[4][5] for 
tuning their designs. 
To improve the switching speed of a particular circuit block on the critical path, one may seek t o  
increase the widths of the transistors in the block, resulting in an increased current drive and hence 
lesser block delay and better output transition-time. It is t o  be noted, however, that even though 
the delay of this particular block is reduced, an increase in the transistor widths ;dso increases the 
capacitive loading of the preceeding block (on the same path) and may adversely affect the overall 
circuit delay.. Moreover, an increased current drive for the present block, coupled with a slower 
transition-time a t  the output of the preceeding block (due t o  an increased loading), also increases 
the power dissipation of the circuit. Thus, the issues regarding the delay, the are,a, and the power 
dissipation are fairly interlinked. Our optimization technique attempts t o  size the transistors such 
that  the resulting solution is a satisfactory tradeoff between them. 
A variety of approaches has been suggested in the past for transistor sizing and performance 
improvement of VLSI systems. TILOS[4] has been used t o  size many practical circuits. I t  formulates 
the delay fu.nction as a posynomial that is unimodal and convex. For such a function, a local 
extremum it; also a global extremum. In its search for the optimum, TILOS increases the size 
of the critical transistor by a fixed value during each iteration[5]. But, there call arise situations 
where the sizes of the transistors along a critical path need t o  be reduced; TILOS is not very well 
suited t o  handle such cases[7]. Any automated optimization program works in close conjunction 
with a timing-analysis software. The performance of the optimization scheme is initimately related 
to  the accuracy of the timing tool. iDEAS[5] and Aesop[8] use simple linear-resistor delay models 
for the transistors. Ltime[9] also uses an RC-model to  formulate the delay anil then solves the 
resulting non-linear equations by an iterative relaxation technique. The fact that the non-linear 
transistors in the gates are modeled by linear resistors can contribute t o  a source of error in the delay 
evaluation ad the transistor circuits. In [ l l ] ,  the delay modeling is based on pre-characterization 
of the effective transition-resistances by finding proper regression coefficients. Su.ch methods may 
be time and space consuming and may incorporate interpolation errors as well. Hedenstierna[lO] 
has used fun.ctional models for CMOS circuit speed and buffer optimization. His work is based on 
Shockley's square-law MOS model for the transistor operating in its saturation region. This model 
does not take into account the carrier-velocity saturation effect and tends to  becorne inaccurate for 
short-channel devices. 
In this paper we introduce a transistor sizing tool, ASAP, that minimizes the delay, the area, 
and the powler dissipation (or a combination thereof) of a circuit by optimizing the sizes of the gates 
on the N most critical paths of the circuit. The critical paths are obtained from a timing analyzer. 
In course of the optimization process, there may arise a situation where an alteration in the size of 
a component can reduce the delay of a specific critical path a t  the expense of increasing the delay 
of some other path(s). In such a case, the change is effected only if the resultant maximum delay 
of all the paths after the size change is less than the maximum delay before the change. We take 
a global picture of the circuit into account and refrain from making circuit chanlses that actually 
worsen the overall performance. 
The optimization in ASAP incorporates accurate analytical models in the formulation of the 
cost-function and uses closed-form equations for faster evaluation of the gate delay and the power 
dissipation. The delay and the power approximations for inverter circuits are based on Sakurai's 
a-power law MOSFET model[6] that accounts for the velocity saturation effect which becomes 
prominent in the sub-micron devices. This model has been found to be in reasonable agreement 
with SPICE for typical circuit sizes and loading. For static gates other than the inverter, we use 
a scheme very similar t o  the one in [12], by which each gate is mapped to  an equivalent inverter 
having an equivalent output capacitance. The size of the inverter and the value of the modeling 
capacitor depend upon the gate-type, the gate size, the switching input, the input transition, and 
the process technology. 
The optimization technique in ASAP is based on simulated annealing. Given a particular 
combinational logic circuit, ASAP optimizes the sizes of the transistors on the critical paths of 
interest in order to minimize the delay, the area, and/or the power dissipation (of the circuit. It 
is to  be noted that the closed-form expressions, that are used to  predict the delay and the power 
of each block on a certain critical path, are functions not only of the parametei:~ (the transistor 
widths) of the particular block but also of those of the preceeding and the succeeding blocks on 
the path. The output transition- time of the preceeeding block and the input-capacitance of the 
succeeding 1>lock determine, respectively, the input transition-time and the output loading of the 
current b1oc:k. This inter-dependence of blocks makes it almost impossible to  derive (and hence 
optimize) a single closed form expression connecting the delay and the power dissipation of all the 
circuit blocks. Added to  this is the need (the reason is explained in the next section) to consider 
a global picliure of the circuit during the optimization. As a result, the objective function to be 
minimized takes a complicated form and simulated annealing seemed to be a prudent choice for 
optimizing such an objective function. 
Our optimization program can be tailored to  yield suitable tradeoffs between delay and area or 
power, depending upon which parameter is more critical for the design under consideration. This 
is achieved by suitably choosing the weights for these parameters. Each weight is a number in the 
closed interval [ O ,  11 and determines the relative sensitivity of the optimization clost function to a 
change in the corresponding parameter value. 
The paper is organized as follows. Some basic concepts are illustrated in Section 2. Section 
3 talks about the area, the delay and the power calculations for a simple inverter. This idea is 
extended to the other CMOS static gates in Section 4. The details of the optimization procedure 
- its problern formulation and its solution technique - are given in Section 5. Section 6 presents 
an overall picture of how our optimization program fits into a synthesis flow. Some results and 
comparisons with a different optimization program are presented in Section 7. Section 8 draws the 
conclusion. 
2 Preliminaries and Definitions 
The most critical path of a circuit is that particular path along which a signal-transition takes the 
maximum amount of time to  propagate from a primary input to a primary outpu~t. The maximum 
operating speed of a circuit is therefore limited by the signal propagation delay along the most 
critical path. When we have a target operating speed (and hence a target clock frequency) for a 
particular circuit, there is a maximum delay that we can tolerate in propagating a signal from the 
primary input(s) of the circuit to  its primary output(s). In such a case, all those paths, for which 
the propagation delay is greater than the maximum tolerable delay, are termed as the critical paths 
of the circujt. The goal of our optimization program is to optimally size the t:ransistors on the 
critical paths of a circuit. The program is closely tied t o  a critical-path analyzer that identifies a 
set of N critical paths. The capacitive loading of a block, which is connected not only to a next 
block on the critical path, but also fans out to some other non-critical-path blocks, is extracted by a 
parasitic extractor. The set of critical paths, along with the interconnect and the fanout loadings, 
from the critical and the non-critical regions of the circuit, form the input to the optimization 
Figure 1: Capacitive loading from non-critical paths 
program. Tlhe critical paths considered are allowed to  have any amount of interdependencies. As 
an example, let us consider the circuit shown in Figure 1. b - c - f - g - h is the critical path of the 
circuit. The delay of the block G1 depends not only on the loading from the gate G2 which is the 
next block on the critical path, but also on the inverter G5 which is in a non-critical region of the 
circuit. The loading from the gate G2 is assumed to  be variable, depending on the widths of the 
transistors constituting G2. The diffusion capacitances at the source terminals of the NMOS and 
the PMOS transistors of G1 also contribute t o  a variable capacitance at its output. The loading 
from the gate G5 and the interconnect capacitance of the output net of G1 are added to  form a 
fixed capacitance. The fixed and the variable capacitances are both lumped at the output of G1 
while modeling its delay during the optimization process. 
When the transistor sizes for the critical-path logic modules are to  be changed., the global effect 
of such a change on the delays of the other critical paths should be taken into account. In a later 
section we will illustrate this point with actual numerical data. For now, let us try to  explain 
qualitatively. the necessity of such considerations. Figure 2 shows a logic circuit that has two 
interdependent paths: pathl (A - B - C - D) and path2 (A' - B' - C' - D). They are dependent 
because the NAND gate G5 is common to both of these paths. Consider this circuit t o  be a part 
of a larger block such that,  for the inputs A and A' in the subcircuit, switching HIGH and LOW 
respectively, pathl and path2 both become critical (propagating falling and rising transitions to  
D). Let us ;assume that pathl is most critical and path2 is less critical although its delay is close 
to  that of pathl. If we consider only one of the paths at a time (for optimization), we will consider 
pathl first because it is most critical. We can reduce the delay of pathl by increasing the widths 
of the NMOS transistors of G5 (as this gate is propagating a falling transition at its output). This 
increase in the transistor sizes increases the effective fan-in capacitance of G5 and it can so happen 
2 critical paths 
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Figure 2: Consideration of multiple critical paths 
that even th'ough the delay of pathl is reduced, the increased loading capacitance, that the gate G4 
now has to  drive, not only makes path2 critical, but the new critical delay of path2 becomes greater 
than the iniliial delay of pathl (which we started with). Thus, even after reducing; the delay of the 
most criticall path, we have actually worsened the circuit performance by increasing the delay of 
the second critical path because it has increased the overall maximum circuit-delay. Such circuit 
size changes definitely need to be avoided and this can be done by considering all .the critical paths 
a t  the same time (even though only one of them is being optimized). Had we done so for the circuit 
under consitleration, we would have readily noticed the detrimental effect (on the second critical 
path) of sizing only one critical path at  a time. Our optimization scheme always takes the global 
picture into account so that it never makes a change that actually results in a drastic worsening of 
the overall circuit performance. 
3 Modeling Inverter Delay and Power 
The delay modeling of an inverter involves the calculation of not only the inverter delay but also 
the transition-time at  the output of the inverter. Our inverter model is based on Sakurai's a-power 
law model[61. The gate delay, the output transition-time, and the power dissipation depend on the 
input-waveform slope, the output loading and the width of the PMOS and the KMOS transistors 
constituting the gate. The output transition- time has to  be calculated because the timing analyzer 
derives the output slope from the transition-time and applies it to the input of t,he next adjacent 
gate on the path of interest. We calculate the delay of a gate as the time difference between the 
50% points on the output and the input waveforms. In other words, the gate delay is defined as 
the time difierence (t2 - t l ) ,  where t l  is the time corresponding to the VDD/2 point on the input 
voltage waveform, and t2 is the time when the output voltage reaches VDD/2. The output slope is 
calculated from the line joining the 0. lVDD and the 0.9VDD points on the output vc~ltage waveform. 
It is well known that a rising ramp input to an inverter discharges the output ca.pacitance of the 
inverter through the NMOS transistor and for a falling input transition the output capacitance gets 
charged by a current through the PMOS transistor. The delay in the discharging case, t p ~ ~ ,  or the 
delay in the charging case, ~,LH,  is calculated[6] as: 
where CL is the output capacitance of the inverter, incorporating both the exte:rnal loading and 
the device-junction capacitances (these junction capacitances are technology deipendent and are 
calculated from the relevant technology parameters), VTH is the threshold voltage of the PMOS or 
the NMOS device depending on whether the output capacitance is charging or discharging, a is the 
velocity-satu.ration index (of the PMOS or the NMOS transistor), T is the input transition-time, 
and IDo is t'he drain saturation current (at VGS = VDS = VDD) of the PMOS or the NMOS device. 
The output transition-time is given by: 
The calclulation of the short-circuit power dissipation per switching of the inverter is also based 
on the a-poiuer law model and is given by: 
where the symbols have their usual significance, as mentioned earlier. It is to  be noted, that the 
terms 'input; slope' and 'input transition-time' refer to  two different parameters; input slope is 
actually the power supply voltage divided by the input transition-time. 
4 Equivalent Inverter Mapping 
For the dela,y modeling of NAND and NOR gates, the gate is first mapped to  ;an equivalent in- 
verter (such that the inverter delay closely approximates the delay of the gate) and the inverter 
is subsequently analyzed. The equivalent inverter for each gate depends on the type of the gate 
(ie. the gate structure), the gate size (ie. the width of the transistors), the number of inputs the 
gate has, the particular input that is switching, the switching transition (ie. whether the input 
to  the gate is rising or falling), and some technology-dependent parameters th,at determine the 
junction capacitances associated with the transistor terminals. The inverter mapping, details of 
which are given in [12], consists of two parts - finding the equivalent-inverter width and calculating 
the modeling-capacitance a t  the inverter output. 
The equivalent-inverter equations and the method followed to  derive them are different from 
the ones we :proposed in an earlier paper [12]. We will not go into the details of the derivation, but 
will mention the results and point out the differences. Following the differences given here and the 
steps mentioned in [12], the derivation of the resulting formulae is straightforward. The formulae 
given below apply to  a NAND gate; the NOR-gate equivalent can be derived by iinterchanging the 
subscripts ( n  and p) and the transition cases (input-rising and input-falling) for the NAND. All 
the PMOS transistors in a gate are assumed to  be of the same size (whose width,s are denoted by 
W p )  and the same holds true for the NMOS transitors (the widths being given by Wn) as well. For 
a NAND gate with N inputs, the equivalent-inverter PMOS and NMOS transistor widths, for the 
kth gate inpiit ( i e .  the input of the kth transistor Tk) switching, are given by: 
where: 
M = ( '  N if Tk switching HIGH k if Tk switching LOW 
Keeping in mind that  the average conductance of a switching transistor, andl hence that of a 
switching inverter, is half the conductance of a fully turned one, the equivalent capacitance for the 
input-rising case can be derived as: 
where Cpd and Cnd are the diffusion capacitances of the source (or the drain) o.f the PMOS and 
the NMOS transistor respectively. For the kth input switching LOW, the equivalent capacitance is 
given by: 
I t  is to  be noted that  the the equivalent-capacitance equation for the input-falling case incorporates 
the width o:l the PMOS transistor as an explicit term because it is through the PMOS transistor 
that  the output loading capacitances of the gate, as well as the junction capacitances of the effective 
part of the IYMOS structure, are getting charged. 
Our opti~nization goals, as mentioned before, include both area and delay minimization. There- 
fore, we need mapping mechanisms for both area and delay. We derive equivalent-inverter area 
factors which are the ratios of the incremental gate area change to  the incremental equivalent- 
inverter area change. The PMOS and the NMOS transistor area factors for a NAND gate are given 
by: 
where: 
N if Tk switching HIGH 
k if Tk switching LOW 
In the case of complex gates, the gate structure is first reduced to  a series inlterconnection of 
transistors (-with the parallel branch effects being accounted for by the inclusion of capacitances at 
the interconnection nodes) and then the series connection of transistors is mapped to an equivalent 
inverter. This algorithm, for the equivalent-inverter-mapping of complex gates, is detailed in [12]. 
5 Optimization by Simulated Annealing 
We use simulated annealing [15] for our optimization. The choice is motivated primarily by its 
flexibility in terms of the forms of the objective functions that it can handle. The complexity of 
the objective function arises from the need to handle delay, area and power and also from the 
requirement of handling N critical paths simultaneously. 
Any circuit can be assumed to  consist of two parts (referred to as sub-circuits henceforth), 
critical and non-critical. Each sub-circuit comprises a set of interconnected elements. An element 
in our case is either a simple inverter or an equivalent inverter along with an equivident capacitance 
at  its output (the size of the equivalent inverter and the value of the equivalent capacitance are 
obtained by the modeling technique mentioned earlier). A 3-input NAND gate gives rise to three 
equivalent i:nverters (one for each input). In course of the optimization, whenever we perturb 
any of these equivalent inverters, we reflect this change in the sizes of the other two inverters, 
because a change in any of these inverters implies a resultant change in the size of the actual gate 
from which all these equivalent inverters have been derived. A perturbation of the width of an 
equivalent inverter also requires the necessary updating of the equivalent capacitance at the output 
of the inverter. During the annealing process, a move from one state to  another actually implies a 
perturbation of the transistor widths of one of the inverters in the critical sub-circuit. 
If N has a high value and the critical sub-circuit has a large number of gates, the annealing 
method of 01)timization can take an enormous amount of time. An interesting observation is that, 
while a change in the sizes of the gates on the 'most critical path' can adversely affect the other 
critical paths, it is also true that the only way to reduce the maximum delay is by changing the 
size(s) of one or more elements on the most critical path. Therefore, although we do 'look' at all 
of the N critical paths in order to  determine the goodness of a solution, our perturbation space 
is limited only to the elements of the 'most critical path'. This speeds up the annealing process 
immensely without affecting the quality of the result. A new path, however, might become most 
critical a t  the completion of the annealing process. We do allow this to happen because the delay 
of this new 'most critical path' can only be lower than the delay of the most critical path that we 
started with. During each annealing iteration the size(s) of the critical path components may get 
changed and there being the possibility of another path becoming most critical because of these 
changes, the current 'most critical path' is determined at the end of the iteration. The annealing 
process is then repeated on the new 'most critical path'. Such iterations are continued till a user- 
defined limit on the number of iterations or a user-defined minimum improvement ratio between 
successive iterations is reached. 
The cost function used can be expressed as: 
where, 
A Cost = the incremental cost of a perturbation, 
A Delay = the incremental change in the maximum delay amongst the N critical. paths, 
A Area = the incremental area change, and 
A Power = the incremental change in the power dissipation. 
The weights Wdelay, Wares, and Wpower are provided by the user. 
The cooling schedule used is the one proposed in [16]. 
6 Performance-driven Synthesis 
The design-cycle of a chip can be largely reduced if the circuit-level optimization techniques can 
be efficient1:y applied to  the design as a whole. ASAP can potentially be used in a design flow 
Figure 3: Single-fanout circuit example 
Table 1: Delay comparison with DROID 
Critical path delay (ns) %-age 
DROID 
20.51 
for optimal circuit synthesis. There can be an iteration loop between the circuit synthesis tool, 
the timing analyzer, and the circuit optimizer. This loop can be executed in the pre-floorplan 
stage (with only the loading capacitances available), the post-floorplan and the pre-layout stage 
(with the interconnect-capacitance estimates) and the post-layout stage (when the exact parasitics 
are available). The optimization technique in ASAP takes into account the minimum and the 
maximum sizes of the transistors as permitted by the technology and the layout constraints, and 
tries to optirnize the design within such bounds. It can also take as an input a target clock frequency 
and optimize a design to meet the timing specifications. 
7 Circuit Examples and Results 
Let us first consider the circuit shown in Figure 3. Table 1 compares our delay-optimization results 
for the above example with the results obtained from a different circuit optimization program[l4]. 
Using a timing analyzer it is found that the path c - e - f - g is most critical for aL rising transition 
at the input c. The delay value obtained after the optimization of the circuit using ASAP is about 
21 % less th,an that predicted by the DROID[13] synthesis system - both programs having identical 
limits on the objective function and the minimum and the maximum allowable tiransistor sizes. It 
is to  be noted, however, that when we refer t o  a particular path, we actually implly two sub-paths, 
Table 2: Power-delay tradeoff 
11 Delav weiaht I Power weiaht I Delav fns)  I Avemae Po= (LL W11 
w 
Figure 4: One-bit combinational full-adder 
one for each transition (rising and falling) a t  the input of the path. The delay of a critical path 
refers t o  the maximum of the  delays of the two sub-paths. 
As mentioned earlier, the  relative importance of power and/or delay optimiza,tion for a circuit 
can be weighted in ASAP. Table 2 shows the power-delay tradeoff for several different weight factors. 
For explicit illustration of the  tradeoff, the area weight factor is set t o  zero in this case. 
A full-adlder circuit is shown in Figure 4. Table 3 compares our delay-optimi:zation results for 
the full-adder with the results obtained from DROID. Our optimized-circuit delay is about 11 % 
better than that  predicted by DROID. 
Just  like the tradeoff between power and delay, a suitable tradeoff between area and delay can 
also be obtained by choosing suitable weight factors. The area-delay tradeoff is illustrated in Table 
4; the weightage for power optimization is set t o  zero in this case. 
A combinational logic block with sufficiently large fanout is shown in Figure 5. Table 5 illustrates 
Table 3: Delay optimization of a full-adder 
n Critical path delay lns)  I %-we  1 1  
- .  , n DROID -I ASAP I improv;ment 1 1  
Table 4: Area-delay tradeoff for adder optimization 
Figure 5: Combinational logic with multiple fanout 
Table 5: Delay improvement of combinational logic-circuit 
Table 6: Sizing results for the circuit in Figure 5 
%-age improvement 
18.08 
Critical path delay (ns) 




are again co:mpared with the results from DROID. 




The circuit of Figure 5 can also be used to  illustrate the necessity of sizing multiple critical 
paths a t  the same time. The results for single and multiple-critical-path optimizi%tions are shown 
in Table 6. 'I'he initial-setting column shows the delay values obtained from a preliminary design. 
Transition 
at input 
As is evident from the table, if we consider only one critical path for the optimizaltion, the delay of 
the critical path ( e  - y - z - p - r - out3 - out4) is reduced to  1.7 ns, but the delay of the second 
critical path ( e  - y - z - o - r - out3 - 0ut4) increases to  1.9 ns. Thus, the overall circuit-delay 
actually becomes worse than what we started with. This is a typical problem that arises if we 
Path delay (ns) 
neglect the effect that the transistor-size changes of one path have on the others. Such a situation 
is avoided if we consider multiple critical paths. In case of the current example, a, consideration of 
Initial 
setting 
multiple critical paths leads t o  an overall circuit delay of 1.8 ns. 
8 Conclusions 
Paths optimized 
In this paper, we have introduced ASAP - a simulated-annealing based transistor sizing tool that 
can be used for speed, power, and area optimization of static CMOS circuits. .ASAP takes into 
Most critical 
~ a t h  
account a global picture of the circuit under consideration and sizes the transistors constituting 
All critical 
zmths 
the blocks cbn the first N critical paths of interest. The optimization process in. ASAP relies on 
functional models for accurate evaluation of the area, the delay, and the power dissipation of each 
gate on the critical path(s). This program is implemented in C and has been .tested on circuit 
examples with encouraging results. 
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